Bibliothèque de l’EPFL

Environmental Sciences and Engineering
ENAC

This annual report gives an overview of the activities and services provided by the Library toward the EPFL Environmental Sciences and Engineering Section (SIE). As liaison librarian, I am the privileged contact for the SIE community and ensure that the services and collections of the Library meet your needs. Do not hesitate to contact me!

Valérie Charbonnier
Liaison librarian
Environment
valerie.charbonnier@epfl.ch
+41 21 693 21 54
@EPFBIB_ENVI

ACQUISITION EXPENSES

49’670 CHF

88% for electronic resources
annual increase +10%

12% for printed resources
annual decrease -10%

INFOSCIENCE

8’997 SIE references*
annual increase +676

2’196 SIE full-texts*
annual increase +259
*cumulative on December 31, 2017

PUBLISHING SUPPORT

16 SIE articles published with a financial contribution from the Library Gold Open Access fund

SUPPORT MEETINGS

5 meetings about SIE DMP/Research data
(manage, support, guidance, tools)

5 meetings with SIE LABS - annual increase +4
(Library services presentation)

TRAINING

21 EDCE participants to PhD seminars

46 SIE MA students
[about ZENODO, AUTHOREA CITATION, ...]

COLLECTIONS

10’066 items* - annual increase +272

3’041 loans - annual increase +253
*cumulative on December 31, 2017
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